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ABSTRACT: Polymer solar cells may be applied in portable electronic devices, where light intensity and spectral
distribution of the illuminating source can be very different compared to outdoor applications. As the power output of
solar cells depends on temperature, light intensity and spectrum, the design of the module must be optimized for the
specific illumination conditions in the different applications. The interconnection area between cells in a module must
be as narrow as possible to maximize the active area, also called geometrical fill factor, of the module. Laser scribing
has the potential to realize this. The optimal width of the interconnection zone depends both on technological
limitations, e.g. laser scribe width and the minimal distance between scribes, and electrical limitations like resistive
losses. The latter depends on the generated current in the cell and thus also on illumination intensity. Besides that,
also the type of junction, i.e. a single or tandem junction, will influence the optimal geometry. In this paper a
calculation model is presented that can be used for electrical modeling of polymer cells and modules in order to
optimize the performance for the specific illumination conditions.
Keywords: Organic Solar Cell, Modelling, Electrical Properties, Metallization
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer solar cells show a steadily increasing power
conversion efficiency which has recently reached values
of over 10% for sizes up to 1 cm2 [1,2]. One of the
promising application areas of these type of cells are as
an energy generating unit in portable electronic devices.
In these applications, the polymer solar cells will face
different spectral and light intensity conditions. Both
these factors will influence the efficiency of the solar cell
[3,4]. Modern indoor light sources are optimized to the
response of the human eye. As a result, the irradiance
spectra of these sources covers the visible part of the
spectrum, not the infra-red. These irradiance spectra
match very well with the spectral response of most
organic photovoltaic (OPV) cells, thereby increasing the
efficiency. Secondly, when light intensities are low,
resistive losses will be lower. For this reason, the design
of the cells must be optimized for the specific light
conditions that occur for a specific application. This is
where modeling can play an important role.
Device physics and optical models have been
reported [5-9] that accurately describe the observed
device performance on cell level. These models describe
the intrinsic cell performance, i.e. they do not take into
account the effects of series resistance caused by the
metallization and external circuit. Such device physics
and optical modeling can be used to determine the
accurate device structure with respect to layer thicknesses
in the device.
Optimization of the metallization for the electrodes
has been reported by several groups [10,11]. All these
models need an intrinsic current-voltage (I-V)
characteristics as input, to describe the diode
characteristics of the cell. This can be based on an
experimental I-V curve which has been corrected for the
series resistance and shadow losses in the measurement
(intrinsic I-V curve), or it can be the result of a device
physics model. Finite element modeling (FEM) has been
used to describe the performance for grid based cells with
different cell lengths and finger pitch [12].
Here we report on a FEM model that takes into
account the cell and interconnection of a grid based thin
film cell. The intrinsic I-V curve is fitted to a 1-diode

model and the resulting cell parameters are used as input
for the model together with the resistances of the various
layers. Calculations are presented for polymer
P3HT:[C60]PCBM cells with different grid patterns and
for varying cell lengths. First calculations are done for a
cell structure with ITO as the transparent electrode (TE)
and a composite electrode consisting of PEDOT and ink
jet printed (IJP) lines. Next the ITO is replaced by a TE
with 10 and 100 times lower sheet resistance. Then also
the line resistance and resistance in the contact of the
interconnection are varied. Finally it is show that the light
intensity influences the optimal electrode structure.
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APPROACH

2.1 The interconnection model
A finite element model was developed that describes
the thin film solar cell and its metal contacts as well as
the interconnection from the top contact of one cell to the
back contact of the next cell in a module. In this paper we
refer to this as a single cell module. A schematic
presentation of the device layout is shown in Fig.1. The
model is based on monolithic interconnection of
individual cells using scribes for the isolation between
the photoactive layer and the metal of the interconnection
(P1), between the metal of the interconnection and the
photoactive layer of the next cell (P3) and to open the
way for the metal contact between the front side of one
cell and back side of the other cell (P2). In principle other
configurations can be calculated as well, but will not be
addressed here.
In the model it is assumed that the isolation scribe
(P1) is good enough so that there will be no direct current
flow between the active layer and the metal of the
interconnection. For this reason the isolation and photoactive material between the isolation and the metal of the
interconnection were omitted in the model. In this way
the device can be treated as a quasi 2-dimentional system.
The model cell contains several layers: the top metal
grid, the active layer and the back contact layer. The
active layer is described by a 1-diode equation with its
diode parameters, photocurrent density (Jph), dark
saturation current density (J0), diode ideality factor (n),
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Table I: Parameter valu
paragraph 2.2
Parameter
sheet resisstance metal (Ohhm sq)
sheet resisstance back (Ohhm sq)
contact ressistance
finger//PEDOT (Ohm cm2)
contact ressistance in
intercoonnect (Ohm cm
m2)
rsheet peddot (Ohm sq)
thickness llines, back conttact (mu)
fingerwidtth (cm)
scribe widdths (cm)
distance beetween scribes (cm)
distance beetween end
finger/P
PEDOT (cm)
Jph (mA/ccm2)
nlight; ndark
J0light; J0darkk (mA/cm2)
Rshuntlight; Rshuntdark (Ohm cm
c 2)

thhe calculations of
Value
V
0 (=3xbulk Ag)
0.24
A
15
0
0.005
0
0.005
500
0
0.2
0
0.018
0
0.002
0
0.006
0
0.018
10
1.6; 1.3
8e-5;1.54e-6
2
2000;
5e4

3.0

pitch P1,P2
P
(m)
20
150
20
150
20
150

(mm)
2
2
2.5
2.5
3
3

2.5
2

) a
shunt resistance (Rshunt) and series resistance (Rseries),
EDOT:PSS and
d a
conductingg top as definned by the PE
conductingg bottom as deffined by the bacckside TE contaact.
It is assum
med that the ETL
L/HBL betweenn the photo-active
layer (heree ZnO) and the TE contact is not
n contributingg to
the lateraal transport an
nd that its conntribution to the
t
resistance can be neglectted. The voltagee is applied to the
s
of the device, while the TE
TE contacct at the right side
edge on tthe left side iss kept at 0V. The model thhen
calculates the voltage diistribution for a certain applied
voltage ussing the Poissoon equation for the metallizatiion
layers andd the active layer. These layerrs are coupled via
v
their contaact resistance and diode properties. Iteratioons
are done to make thee voltages bettween the layyers
consistent.. This is donee for various applied voltagges
resulting inn an I-V characcteristics.
Cell ssize, interconn
nection area, finger
fi
length and
a
width cann be varied, as well as the material
m
and dioode
parameterss.

P
Pmpp
( W/
(mW/cm
)

Figure 1:: Schematic drrawing of the device structuure.
Red: activve layer, dark bllue top: PEDOT
T layer, light blue
bottom: electron traansport/hole blocking lay
yer
L); ignored in this
t calculation,, gray bottom: TE
(ETL/HBL
back contaact, gray top: metal
m
fingers andd interconnectio
on.
Green: isoolation layer. Arrrow indicates the
t area of conttact
between frront and back contact

3.1 Cells having ITO and composite grid electrrodes
EM model, calculations were performed
Using the FE
foor single cell modules, usingg typical paraameters for
P33HT:[C60]PCB
BM polymer sollar cells as giveen in Table
I. The grid widtth of 180 m and 200 nm height
h
were
chhosen as this can be easily printed usingg an inkjet
prrinter. Higher lines
l
up to 6000 nm are posssible but at
reduced yield. The
T values for the diode paraameters are
baased on experiiments on P3H
HT:PCBM cellss, where it
waas found that thhe diode parameeters in the shadded regions
unnder the metal have a diffferent value thhan in the
illluminated areass [13]. Fig. 2 shhows the powerr density at
m
maximum
powerr point (Pmpp) for various finnger pitches
annd scribe widtths. As can be
b seen, the power
p
first
increases and theen decreases with cell length. The initial
increase is due too an increase inn generated currrent density
in the cell. For small device lengths, the acttive area is
relatively small compared to the dead zonee from the
l
the
interconnection. Upon increassing the cell length,
d
and
acctive area increeases and thuss the current density
poower increases. At increasing cell length, thhe electrical
losses in the celll become more dominant and reduce the
filll factor and oppen circuit volttage. Figure 2 shows that
the optimal cell length is about 0.3
0 cm for cellss with a

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0

1

2

3

4

5

Cell leng
gth (cm)

Fiigure 2: Pow
wer density at maximum poower point
(P
Pmpp) for vary
ying scribe widdth (20, and 1550 micron)
annd pitch (2-3 mm
m), where a meetal resistance for
f the lines
off 0.27 Ohm sq was
w used
2 micron and about
a
0.5 cm for cells with
sccribe width of 20
a scribe width of
o 150 micron.. For the latterr cells, the
m
maximum
powerr density is how
wever slightly loower as the
deead zone is larg
ger. This only holds if the reesistance in
the interconnecction is not limiting the module
peerformance. If the scribe beccomes so narroow that the
coontact resistancee in the interconnect starts to play
p
a role,
the module efficiiency will drop for narrower scribes.
s
The
d power density is obtained forr a cell with
larrgest generated
200 micron P1 and
d P2 scribe widdth, a pitch of 2 mm and a
ceell length of 0.3
3 cm. To deterrmine the majoor losses in
the cell, the poower dissipatioon is determinned in the
wn in Fig.3.
different parts off the cell. The result is show
m
loss at
Frrom this plot it can be concluuded that the major
higher cell lengthh is due to the high
h
sheet resisttance of the
TO back contacct. This limits the
t cell length at optimal
IT
peerformance to about
a
0.3 cm.
The optimum
m cell length of
o 0.3 cm is raather small.
Sm
mall cells requiire many intercconnections perr unit area,
whhich means low
wer throughpu
ut in productionn. It seems
m
more
convenientt to have largger cells. Howeever, these
ceells will have a lower efficieency. Below a parameter
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in ITO
in metal
in ic contact
in PEDOT

0.4

calculations. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the Pmpp for a 7
cm long cell can be improved substantially when the
metal line resistance is decreased a factor 10. However,
this alone is not yet enough for efficient cells. Decreasing
the contact resistance in the interconnection results in an
additional increase in performance. Besides that also a
reduction in the resistance of the back contact is needed.
2

Sheet resistances (Ohm cm )
back 0.15; grid 0.27
back 0.15; grid 0.027
back 0.015; grid 0.027

0.2

2

0.0

0

1

2

Cell Length (cm)

Figure 3: Dissipated power in different parts of the cell
for a cell with 2 mm pitch and 20 micron P1 and P2
scribe width.
3.2 Cells containing a TE with lower sheet resistance
Figure 4 shows the results obtained using the typical
material parameters, but reducing the sheet resistance for
the backside TE from 15 Ohm sq (ITO) to 0.15 Ohm sq.
3

2

pmpp (mW/cm )

back 0.015; grid 0.01
back 0.08; grid 0.01

3.0
pmpp (mW/cm )

Dissipated Power Density (mW/cm )

study is done to search for material parameters that would
allow for a longer cell with minor loss in efficiency.

2

1

0

15 Ohm sq
1.5 Ohm sq
0.15 Ohm sq

0

1
Cell Length (cm)

Figure 4: generated power density at maximum power
point for a cell with 2 mm pitch and 20 micron P1 and P2
scribe width.
For a 10 times lower sheet resistance, the optimal cell
length is at 0.7 cm. For a 100 times lower sheet
resistance, the optimal cell length is also 0.7 cm and the
maximum becomes much broader, but the performance
only slightly higher. The lower sheet resistance can be
obtained by replacing the ITO by a full area metal
contact, while maintaining an IJP front contact. This
allows for increased cell lengths up to roughly 1.5 cm.
3.3 Exploring parameter space for increased cell length
To further investigate the performance of cell with
large cell length, the cell length was kept at 7 cm. This
length was chosen as it would allow for a 2 cells
interconnected module on our 6x6 inch substrates. For
this cell length the sheet resistance of the metal grid and
the contact resistance in the interconnection were reduced
as well, see Fig. 5. The contact in the interconnect is
shown in Fig.1 by the black arrow. It is the contact
between the metal in the scribe and the backside contact.
The pitch was kept constant at 2 mm in these

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

1e-4
5e-4
1e-3
5e-3
2
contact resistance (Ohm cm )

Figure 5: Pmpp for varying resistance values for a 7 cm
long cell. Finger pitch is 2 mm.
These calculations show that quite some
improvements are needed for polymer solar modules in
order to maintain the efficiency at increased cell length. It
also shows that resistance of the contact in the
interconnect, of the back contact and of the metal grid all
influence the performance of the module. This influence
can be reduced if the current densities would be lower.
Polymer tandem solar cells are currently made that have
about half the current density of a single junction cell
with twice the voltage. Figure 5 shows the effect on the
Pmpp when the current density is reduced to half the
current density of the single junction cell and the other
cell parameters are adapted to reach a cell with twice the
open circuit voltage (Voc) and similar fill factor. The
results are shown by the diamonds. As can be seen, the
lower current density in these cells result in a higher
Pmpp due to reduced resistance losses and the
requirements on the sheet resistances are less stringent.
2.3 Calculation results for varying light intensity
As mentioned in the introduction, polymer solar cells
will operate under various light conditions. It has been
shown recently, that the light intensity behavior of
P3HT:[C60]PCBM solar cells is accurately described by
a 1-diode model with diode parameters that are light
intensity dependent [14]:
Jph
n

Jph0 ∗ Ilight
nhigh
inthigh

nlow

nlow
∗ Ilight
intlow

intlow

Jph

J
e

∗

∗ ∗

.

Rshunt
1
Rshuntlow

1
1

1
Rshunthigh
inthigh

1
Rshuntlow
∗ Ilight
intlow

intlow
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Table II: Values for light intensity dependence of
P3HT:[C60]PCBM diode parameters.

Ilight
nlow
nhigh
Inthigh
Intlow
Egap
q
k
T
C
Rshuntlow
Rshunthigh

Description
Photon current density at 1
sun
light
intensity
(mA/cm2)
Light intensity (number of
suns)
Diode ideality factor at low
light intensity
Diode ideality at high light
intensity
Light intensity at high light
intensity (number of suns)
Light intensity at low light
intensity (number of suns)
Bandgap energy
Elementary charge (C)
Boltzmann constant (J/K)
Temperature (K)
Fitting constant
Shunt resistance at low light
intensity (Ohm cm2)
Shunt resistance at high
light intensity (Ohm cm2)

Value
6.135
0.13-1.0

1.8

1.431
1.673
1.0
0.13
1.0
1.602e-19
1.381e-23
298.15
3.9e6
689.988
6429.628

These light intensity dependent cell parameters were
included in the model and calculations were done for
light intensities varying from 0.2 to 1 sun. Table II gives
the values for the diode parameters that were used in the
calculation and Table III the values for the other
parameters in the model. Note that the diode parameters
used for these calculations differ from the ones used in
the previous paragraphs.
Table III: Parameter values used for the calculations in
paragraph 2.3
Parameter
sheet resistance metal (Ohm sq)
sheet resistance back contact (Ohm
sq)
contact resistance
finger/PEDOT (Ohm cm2)
contact resistance in
interconnect (Ohm cm2)
rsheet pedot (Ohm sq)
thickness lines, back contact (mu)
fingerwidth (cm)
scribe widths (cm)
distance between the scribes (cm)
distance between end finger and
PEDOT (cm)

Value
0.2385 (=3 x bulk)
0.2385 (=3 x bulk)
0.005
0.01
249.676
0.2
0.01
0.002
0.01
0.018

The resulting efficiency on total area is given in Fig. 6 for
cell lengths of 1 and 2 cm and pitches of 1.5, 2 and 2.5
mm. For the 1 cm long device, the efficiency first
increases with light intensity and then decreases for all
pitches. Increasing the light intensity results in an
increase in current density, which causes a decrease in fill
factor due to resistive losses. On the other hand, the Voc
will increase with light intensity. These opposing
mechanisms result in an optimum in efficiency around
0.5 sun. Increasing the cell length to 2 cm shifts the
optimum to lower illumination intensity, as the resistive
losses become larger, whereas the dependence of the Voc

1.7
Efficiency (%)

Parameter
Jph0

on light intensity remains the same. Figure 6 also shows
that the pitch can be optimized for light intensity. For the
2 cm long cell, the optimum pitch at 0.2 sun is 2.5 mm,
whereas at 1 sun it is 1.5 mm. This clearly shows the
need for optimization of grid patterns for different
illumination intensities.

1.6

1.5

1.4

pitch 2 mm; length 1 cm
pitch 1.5 mm; length 1 cm
pitch 2.5 mm; length 1 cm
pitch 2 mm; length 2 cm
pitch 1.5 mm; length 2 cm
pitch 2.5 mm; length 2 cm

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Illumination Intensity (# suns)

Figure 6: Efficiency versus illumination intensity for 1
and 2 cm long cells with 1.5, 2 or 2.5 mm pitch.
4

CONCLUSIONS

Using a FEM model with typical parameters for
P3HT:[C60]PCBM solar cells, the cell length dependence
was calculated. This resulted in an optimum length of
about 0.5 cm. In order to investigate what is needed to
increase the optimum length of a single cell in a module,
a parameter study was performed, in which the cell
length, interconnection area, contact resistance, finger
line resistance, and resistance of the back contact were
varied. It is found that for a backside sheet resistance of
0.08 Ohm sq, a contact resistance in the interconnection
of 5e-4 Ohm cm2 and a grid sheet resistance of the metal
top grid of 0.01 Ohm sq, the cell length can be increased
to 7 cm with only minor loss in efficiency. This would
mean an increase in front side grid height from 200 nm to
4500 nm, based on a resistivity of 3 times the bulk
resistivity for Ag. This cannot be done using ink jet
printing, so screen printing and embedded grids must be
used. If the contact resistance value of 5e-4 Ohm cm2 can
be achieved depends on the materials of the top and
bottom contact. If both materials are Ag this will
probably not be a problem. The back side sheet resistance
can be obtained by replacing ITO with a Ag sheet of 200
nm, or a similar PEDOT/Ag grid as the top metal grid.
Further improvement in module efficiency can be
obtained by going from a single to a tandem junction cell,
where in general for tandems the current density is lower
and the voltage higher than for the single junction. The
dependency on material resistivity is therefore less
strong, resulting in higher fill factors and consequently in
higher module efficiencies.
The model also includes the light intensity
dependence of the diode parameters assuming a 1-diode
model for polymer solar cells. It is shown that the
optimum pitch depends on both light intensity and cell
length, indicating the need for metal grid optimization for
different illumination conditions. With the presented
model it is possible to optimize the design of thin film
solar modules for use in various applications.
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